Superintendent Losquadro and Senator LaValle Participate in Miller Place-Rocky Point St. Patrick’s Day Parade
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Miller Place, NY - On a chilly day with a steady wing blowing Brookhaven Town Superintendent of Highways Daniel P. Losquadro and New York State Senator Kenneth P. LaValle marched in the Miller Place-Rocky Point 65th Annual St. Patrick’s Day Parade. Thousands attended the event as the Friends of St. Patrick did an excellent job of organizing the festivities. The Brookhaven Highway Department removed snow and ice from sidewalks, swept surrounding streets, painted the parade route in Irish green, picked up garbage and provided barricades and garbage pails for the event.

“This was my 12th straight year marching in one of the best parades Long Island has to offer,” Superintendent Losquadro said. “However, this pales in comparison to Senator LaValle, who has marched in this parade for 40 consecutive years.”

“It was my pleasure marching with colleagues and friends in recognition of St Patrick’s Day,” said Senator Kenneth P. LaValle. “The families and organizations in the Miller Place-Rocky Point communities do a great job organizing this event and welcoming parade goers to their community.”

“I want to thank the Friends of St. Patrick for their continuous work toward making this such an outstanding event for residents across Long Island every year,” Superintendent Losquadro said. “I also want to thank the men and women of the Highway Department for their efforts toward preparing the parade route and surrounding streets for this event.”
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